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ABSTRACT
Background: Different formulae and partition values define left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) using 
echocardiography. This diagnostic systematic review investigates further various formulae and cut-points and their 
predictive potential.

Methods: Searches of Medline, EMbase, the Cochrane Library, reference lists and conference proceedings were 
conducted. Statistical analysis was performed using Meta-test version 0.6 and Epi-info statistical programs. Studies 
included cohort studies or randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of hypertensive persons where baseline LVH was 
measured and clinical outcome ascertained.

Results: 24 studies were identified that included subjects with outcomes such as all-cause mortality, cardiac death, 
non-fatal cardiovascular (CV) events and/or stroke. Of 10 studies assessing all-cause mortality, 6 were analyzed 
with the combined relative risk (RR), sensitivity and specificity values being 2.10 (95% CI 1.79-3.24), 57% and 
68% respectively.

Conclusion: LVH is associated with an approximate two fold increased risk for all-cause mortality.
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Background
Left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) confers a potent risk for 
subsequent cardiovascular (CV) morbidity and / or mortality [1-
6], in particular increasing the risk of sudden death [7,8]. The risk 
is magnified in those with previous coronary artery disease (CAD) 
or ischaemic heart disease [9,10], CAD [11,12], or a history of 
prior thromboembolic stroke [13,14]. In addition, studies have 
shown that the persistence of LVH holds a greater risk than does 
the regression of LVH [15], and that the risk of sudden death 
increases progressively and is in direct relation to wall thickness 
[16], while many studies show that a reversal of LVH decreases 
the occurrence of adverse CV events in patients with hypertension 
[17]. Left ventricular mass index [LVMI] is also an independent 

predictor of cardiac events [18,19], as is a higher left ventricular 
mass [LVM] [20,21].

A meta-analysis showed that the adjusted risk of future CV morbidity 
associated with electrocardiographic and echocardiographic 
LVH combined was 2.3 [22], with the latter test having a greater 
sensitivity for detecting LVH and hence any adverse prognostic 
implications. It is also reported that echocardiographic LVH 
was more sensitive than electrocardiographic LVH in predicting 
new cardiac events [23]. More recent literature that includes two 
recently published LIFE sub-studies prospectively trialing anti-
hypertensive treatment showed that the greater the reduction of 
LVH (assessed by electrocardiography or echocardiography) the 
greater the reduction in CV event rates, independent of treatment 
modality and of decreases in blood pressure [24]. In fact there 
are numerous examples in the literature of studies that have 
demonstrated that the reversal of LVH results in a decrease in the 
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occurrence of adverse CV events in patients with hypertension 
[17,25]. 

Thus, the prognostic importance of LVH therefore cannot be 
underestimated, for it has been found to be a stronger predictor 
of outcome when compared to many other conventional risk 
factors such as cholesterol, smoking or blood pressure [2,26]. 
This fact has been reflected by recent hypertension guidelines that 
specify LVH as target organ damage and therefore recommend 
pharmacological management at lower blood pressure levels 
due to increased absolute risk. The assumption here is that there 
is a consistent definition of LVH, however, there are a variety of 
LVM formulae, indexing methods and cut-points used to define 
echocardiographic LVH [22]. The primary aim therefore was to 
analyse the relationship between baseline LVH and subsequent 
adverse clinical events, assessing which formulae and cut-points 
are more predictive.

Methodology
The medical literature was systematically reviewed (Medline, 
EMbase, Cochrane, reference lists and conference proceedings) 
to identify cohort studies or RCTs where LVH status at baseline 
was determined in subjects many of whom had hypertension, 
with or without CAD and subsequent outcomes ascertained. CV 
events were defined within each study and included events such as: 
ventricular fibrillation or sudden death, athero-thrombotic brain 
infarction, stroke, myocardial infarction (MI), new onset angina, 
congestive heart failure, coronary artery bypass graft angioplasty 
and endarterectomy. A number of studies also analysed death from 
any cause.

The following search terms and strategies were used to search 
various databases: 
• MEDLINE: search terms matched to medical subject headings 

(MESH): echocardiography AND LVH and the search term: 
left ventricular mass (text word); human subject limits 

• Excerpta Medica Database (EMBASE) using the following 
search strategy; (left ventricular hypertrophy OR left 
ventricular mass) AND echocardiography followed by a more 
specific search using the terms: left ventricular hypertrophy 
AND echocardiography AND (myocardial infarct OR stroke 
OR cardiovascular event)

• The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (CDSRs) 
using the terms: echocardiography and LVH.

Inclusion criteria for studies were that subjects were primarily 
adult hypertensive subjects, including subjects with resistant 
hypertension and/or prior coronary heart disease (CHD). Studies 
were excluded if subjects were to undergo coronary artery bypass 
graft surgery, or if they were being followed up immediately after 
cardiac procedures such as aortic valve replacement or following 
renal transplantation. Studies were also excluded if other conditions 
were primarily being studied. These conditions included those 
such as Pompe's disease or type IIa glycogenosis, end stage renal 
failure, acromegaly, childhood-onset growth hormone deficiency, 
primary cardiac osteosarcoma in the ventricles, amyloidosis, 

Friedreich's ataxia, sickle cell disease, primary aldosteronism 
or acute viral or idiopathic myopericarditis. Studies of elite 
sportspeople and pediatric subjects were also excluded. The titles 
were initially reviewed and if deemed suitable abstracts were then 
reviewed upon which those meeting the above stated inclusion and 
exclusion criteria were then selected. In total 24 studies were found 
with outcomes such as all-cause mortality, cardiac death, non-fatal 
cardiac events and stroke. 6 studies evaluated all-cause mortality. 

Subject numbers being those with and without LVH and those who 
did and who did not experience a subsequent outcome of interest 
were collated into four by four tables, after which these values 
were subsequently entered into the Meta-test program [27] and 
Epi-info 3.3 program [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
2004] for analysis in order to create individual and combined study 
relative risk scores [28]. Double checking of data was performed 
using Medcalc easy to use statistical software online tools [29]. 

Results
Table 1 shows the demographics and study characteristics of the 
trials identified that assessed all-cause mortality outcomes, while 
table 2 shows the study relative risks and 95% confidence intervals 
calculated from the raw data in each individual study. The relative 
risks ranged from 1.5-7.3, while the combined relative risk was 
2.1. This is also shown graphically in figure 1. Table 3 displays the 
true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative rates, 
sensitivities and specificities with 95% confidence intervals. The 
pooled sensitivity with a random effects model (REM) was = 0.57 
(95% CI 0.42-0.70), while the pooled specificity using a REM was 
= 0.68 (95% CI 0.54-0.80). 

Figure 1: All-cause mortality (RR 95% CI)

Discussion
Considerable controversy and wide variation exists over the most 
appropriate method of indexation of LVM and the most ideal cut-
point for the diagnosis of LVH after indexation. Not only is LVM 
adjusted and indexed accordingly using various measures being 
height or size, but in addition different gender specific cut-points 
are subsequently utilised to diagnose LVH. Additionally risk 
ratios, hazard ratios and incident rates vary and are not always 
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Study Population LVH criterion Follow-up (years)

Mensah et al 
1993. [30]

Uncomplicated essential hypertension. 
n=193

American Society of Echocardiography Recommendations. Penn convention in 
the anatomically validated formulae. 
LVMI = LVM/ body surface area [BSA]. LVH if LVMI >125g/m2.

11.6

Koren et al 
1991. [31] 

Essential hypertension; no pre-existing 
cardiac disease. 
n=253

American Society of Echocardiography and the Penn convention. 
LVMI = LVM/BSA. LVH if LVMI ≥125g/m2. 10.2

Cooper et al 
1990. [11]

High prevalence of hypertension. Normal 
size left ventricular chamber dimensions. 
n=744

American Society of Echocardiography measurements. Modification of the Penn 
convention as proposed by Devereux and Reichek. 
LVMI = LVM/height. 
LVH if LVMI >128g/m; men & > 100 g/m; women. 

5 
note; recruitment 
commenced 1982, 
follow up 1987.

Ghali et al 
1992. [9]

Total n=785. Most had hypertension.
Previous CAD n=381
No CAD n=404

American Society of Echocardiography measurements. LVM was calculated 
using the formulae of Troy and colleagues. This was recalculated with the 
equation developed by Devereau and colleagues. LVMI = LVM/BSA. 
LVH if LVMI ≥131g/m2; men & ≥100 g/m2; women.

4 

Ghali et al 
1998. [32]

Total n = 988. Predominantly hypertensive. 
Presumed CAD 
No CAD; n=542 
CAD; n=446 

American Society of Echocardiography measurements. This was recalculated 
with the formulae developed by Devereau and colleagues which were similar to 
that derived using the Penn convention measurement. 
LVMI = LVM/BSA. 
LVH if LVMI≥131g/m2; men & ≥100 g/m2; women.

9

Levy et al 
1990. [2]

Framingham study; no cardiovascular 
disease [CVD]. 15.5-19.5% on treatment 
for hypertension. n=3220

Echocardiography according to the American Society of Echocardiography 
convention. Measurements also according to the methods of Devereux and 
Reichek. 
LVMI = LVM/height. 
LVH if LVMI> 143g/m; men & >102 g/m; women.

4

Table 1: All-cause mortality; population details and LVH criterion.

Study 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. Combined

RR 3.0 7.3 1.5 2.4 2.0 1.9 2.1

95%CI 1.2-7.6 2.4-22.5 0.8-2.7 1.6-3.7 1.6-2.5 1.3-2.8 1.8-3.2
Table 2: Study relative risks [RR] (95%CI).

Study TP/FN FP/TN Sens % 95%CI Spec % 95%CI

Mensah 8/8 41/136 0.50 0.26-0.74 0.77 0.70-0.83 

Koren 11/4 58/180 0.73 0.45-0.91 0.76 0.70-0.81

Cooper 27/17 357/343 0.61 0.46-0.75 0.49 0.45-0.53

Ghali 60/30 296/399 0.67 0.56-0.76 0.57 0.54-0.61

Ghali 167/100 280/441 0.63 0.56-0.68 0.61 0.57-0.65

Levy 35/81 565/2539 0.30 0.22-0.39 0.82 0.80-0.83
Table 3: All-cause mortality, individual study characteristics.

comparable due to the different populations studied or settings 
upon which the study sample was drawn. 

While a resultant consensus or gold standard for determination of 
LVH would facilitate cross country epidemiological comparison 
and standardization, at the time when this original analysis was 
done no consensus appeared to be in existence. 

While this analysis has compared the research and data to an 
extent using statistical methodology where different formulae and 
calculations are compared in the sensitivity, specificity and relative 
risk tables, the difficulty still remains with interpretation. No 
deduction or recommendation of a standard formulae and method 
of indexation as such from the results is possible. 

It is well known that an increased LVM and a diagnosis of LVH are 
associated with an increased likelihood of CHD, stroke, sudden 

death and all-cause mortality even after adjusting for other risk 
factors [4,33]. In fact LVH is a potent marker and predictor of 
subsequent mortality and morbidity, including the risk of sudden 
death [7,8]. Associated hypertension, in particular severe or 
moderate hypertension, compounds the risk and it has been shown 
that systolic blood pressure is the principal determinant of LVH 
regression in hypertensive humans [34]. Evidence in the literature 
supports the theory that reversal of LVH is possible and this holds 
potential for the reduction of CV events with timely treatment. 
A published meta-analysis of studies on this topic showed that 
regression and/or reversal of LVM using antihypertensive therapy 
is related to the decrease in systolic blood pressure, duration of 
therapy, degree of pre-treatment LVH and antihypertensive drug 
class and that LVM decreased from 5% to 12% depending upon 
the medication taken with angiotensin-converting-enzyme [ACE] 
inhibitors followed by calcium channel blockers having the greatest 
impact while beta-blockers and diuretics had the least impact [35]. 
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The recently published 2nd Australian National Blood Pressure 
Study (ANBP2) also found that ACE inhibitor antihypertensive 
treatment in older subjects, particularly men, appears to lead 
to better outcomes than treatment with diuretic agents, despite 
similar reductions of blood pressure [36]. Spirito and colleagues 
[16] quantified the degree of wall thickness in 480 persons and 
found that in persons with mild hypertrophy there is actually a low 
risk for subsequent sudden death.

More specifically with respect to LVH, in elderly people there 
is a high prevalence of this condition with reported estimates 
varying depending on the population studied and threshold values 
chosen for diagnosis. Chowdhury and colleagues [37] manuscript 
reported upon the LVH substudy of the ANBP2 estimating that the 
prevalence of LVH in elderly persons was 33%-70% depending 
upon the definition.

Therefore, given the high prevalence of this condition in our 
community along with the knowledge that correct diagnosis allows 
for timely pharmacological therapy, and hence the possibility for 
reversal of increased LVM and the diagnosis of LVH and the 
subsequent prevention of possible CV events such as sudden 
cardiac death or angina highlights the importance of a correct and 
timely diagnosis. This also holds potential for great cost savings to 
the community. 

Alarmingly, but not surprisingly within the Australian community, 
the burden of CV disease is great with one report titled; “The 
shifting burden of CV disease in Australia” reporting that 1 in 6 
Australians (over 3.2 million people) have some form of CVD. 
The direct health system costs of CVD are estimated at $7.6 billion 
in 2004 (11% of total health spending) [38]. 

The difficulty with meta-analytic methods as represented in this 
analysis that are used to understand diagnostic formulae and 
clarify risk is due to the heterogenous nature of the populations 
in the various studies, with the overall risk varying due to various 
concomitant conditions or factors such as ischaemic heart disease, 
valvular heart disease, diabetes and excessive alcohol consumption 
all of which increase the risk. While this analysis has sought to 
further consolidate and quantify the additional risk associated 
with LVH calculating an overall relative risk alternatively a risk 
stratification model accounting for factors specific to various 
populations and study groups could be used for the input and 
calculation of precise, individual risks applicable to different 
ethnic population groups. 

This analysis reported that there is a 2.1 fold associated increased 
risk for all-cause mortality. Chowdhury et al. [37] analysis of 
patients with LVH at baseline, LVM indexed to BSA reported the 
hazard ratio for any fatal CV event as (2.11, [1.21-3.68], P = 0.01) 
over the longer term. While the tables 1-3 above in this analysis 
document all-cause mortality, the overall RR statistic calculated 
and the statistic calculated by Chowdhury and colleagues are 
equal. It should be noted that this analysis based upon six papers 
may be possibly updated as the research was conducted over a 

decade ago and the addition of subsequent manuscripts that have 
been published may enhance understanding. Other cohort studies 
that have been subsequently published reporting aggregate data 
could be incorporated mathematically into the equation and should 
funding become available this mathematical exercise maybe 
possible. 

While the original analysis that also incorporated review of 13 
studies reporting non-fatal and fatal CV events associated with 
LVH was done, these tables and data that were previously presented 
in poster format at conferences has not been documented in this 
manuscript. While one purpose was to investigate usage of the 
cut-points, formulae and indexation methodology with the aim to 
refine and choose an optimal cut-point for the clinical diagnosis of 
this potent condition, that analysis was unable to define an overall 
optimal cut-point for clinical use. The summary statistic that was 
calculated at the time was a 2.3 fold increased risk for non-fatal 
and fatal CV events associated with LVH, however unfortunately, 
due to the small number of studies using like criteria and the vast 
number of different cut-points in use, no conclusion was able to 
be made. Subsequent research however has answered this exact 
question, whereby Chowdhury and colleagues [37] report that 
LVH [LVM indexed to BSA] is a reliable predictor of future CV 
outcomes in the elderly. The hope is that further research will 
add to the growing body of knowledge and assist to consolidate 
consensus and refine the conglomeration and/or confusion that 
may exist with differences in methodology utilised.
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